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Abstract—Scanned handwritten historical documents are
often not well accessible due to the limited feasibility of au-
tomatic full transcriptions. Thus, Keyword Spotting (KWS)
has been proposed as an alternative to retrieve arbitrary
query words from this kind of documents. In the present
paper, word images are represented by means of graphs.
That is, a graph is used to represent the inherent topological
characteristics of handwriting. The actual keyword spotting
is then based on matching a query graph with all document
graphs. In particular, we make use of a fast graph matching
algorithm that considers the contextual substructure of nodes.
The motivation for this inclusion of node context is to increase
the overall KWS accuracy. In an experimental evaluation
on four historical documents, we show that the proposed
procedure clearly outperforms diverse other template-based
reference systems. Moreover, our novel framework keeps up
or even outperforms many state-of-the-art learning-based
KWS approaches.

Keywords-Handwritten Keyword Spotting; Graph Repre-
sentation; Hausdorff Edit Distance; Ensemble Methods

I. INTRODUCTION

The accessibility of handwritten historical documents
is often limited, especially as an automatic and full
transcription is often negatively affected by high writ-
ing variations and degraded documents. Hence, Keyword
Spotting (KWS) has been proposed as an alternative to a
full transcription [1]. KWS allows us to retrieve arbitrary
keywords in handwritten historical documents.

KWS approaches are either based on template-based or
learning-based algorithms. In the former case, a query
image is directly matched against a set of document
images. To this end word images are often represented
by sequences of features vectors and then matched by
means of Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [2], [3], [4],
[5]. In the latter case, the extracted features are used to
train a statistical model like for example Hidden Markov
Models [2], [4], [5], [6], Support Vector Machine (SVM) [7],
or Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [8], [9]. Learning-
based approaches often achieve higher accuracies than
template-based approaches. However, this advantage is
accompanied by a loss of flexibility which is due to the a
priori learning and the need for labelled training data.

The present template-based KWS approach makes use
of graphs — rather than sequences of feature vectors — for

the representation of handwritten words. Graphs actually
offer a natural way to represent the inherent topological
characteristics of handwriting. Moreover, several fast match-
ing algorithms applicable to large and complex graphs
have been proposed in recent years (e.g. [10], [11]). Both
observations make graphs to a valid alternative to vectorial
representations.

In previous graph-based KWS approaches (e.g. [12],
[13]), the employed matching algorithms rely on finding
correspondences of local substructures (i.e. nodes and
their adjacent edges). To make the matching of local
structures more precise, the current paper employs a novel
graph matching algorithm [14] that considers not only
adjacent edges but a more comprehensive context of nodes,
viz. hierarchical subgraphs. The second major contribution
of this paper is that we combine several context levels and
graph representations by means of ensemble methods [15]
to further improve the KWS accuracy.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows.
In Section II, the graph representation for handwriting
is introduced. The actual graph-based KWS system is
defined in Section III. An experimental evaluation and
comparison with template- and learning-based system is
given in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the paper
and outlines possible future research activities.

II. GRAPH-BASED REPRESENTATION OF HANDWRITING

In Fig. 1, the proposed graph-based KWS framework is
illustrated. First, scanned document images are enhanced to
reduce the influence of noisy background. In the same step,
handwritten document images are binarised and segmented
into single word images1. Optionally, word images are
skeletonised by means of a thinning operator. For details
with respect to the image preprocessing we refer to [12].

On the basis of preprocessed word images, graphs
are extracted by means of two different representation
formalisms. The actual keyword spotting is then based on
matching graphs (see Sect. III).

Generally, a graph g is defined as a four-tuple g =
(V,E, µ, ν) where V and E are finite sets of nodes and

1The present framework focuses on KWS that operates on perfectly
segmented word images. Thus, the achieved end-to-end performance can
be seen as an upper-bound.
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Figure 1: Process of graph-based keyword spotting of the word “October”.

edges, and µ : V → LV as well as ν : E → LE are
labelling functions for nodes and edges, respectively.

On the basis of binarised and/or skeletonised word
images, graphs are derived by means of two different
representation formalisms as originally proposed in [16].
Both graph extraction methods result in undirected graphs
with labelled nodes and unlabelled edges, i.e. LV = R2

and LE = {}.
• Keypoint (K): The first graph extraction algo-

rithm makes use of characteristics points (so called
keypoints) in skeletonised word images. These key-
points are represented as nodes that are labelled with
the corresponding (x, y)-coordinates. Between pairs
of keypoints (which are connected on the skeleton)
further intermediate points are converted to nodes and
added to the graph at equidistant intervals. Finally,
undirected edges are inserted into the graph for each
pair of nodes that is directly connected by a stroke.

• Projection (P): The second graph extraction
algorithm works on an adaptive and threshold-based
segmentations of binarised word images. Basically,
this segmentation is computed on horizontal and ver-
tical projection profiles. The resulting segmentation is
further refined in the horizontal and vertical direction
by means of two distance-based thresholds. A node is
inserted into the graph for each segment and labelled
by the (x, y)-coordinates of the corresponding centre
of mass. Undirected edges are inserted into the graph
for each pair of nodes that is directly connected by a
stroke in the original word image.

For both graph types, the (x, y)-coordinates of the node
labels µ(v) are normalised by a z-score. Formally,

x̂ =
x− µx
σx

and ŷ =
y − µy
σy

,

where (µx, µy) and (σx, σy) represent the mean and
standard deviation of all (x, y)-coordinates in the graph
under consideration.

III. GRAPH MATCHING

The proposed keyword spotting system is based on
the pairwise matchings of a query graph q (used to
represent a given keyword) with all available document
graphs G = {g1, . . . , gN}. In general, graphs can either
be matched by exact or inexact graph matching algo-
rithms [17]. However, in the current case graphs are used

to represent the topological characteristics of handwriting,
and thus, affected by small variations in both their structure
and labels. As a consequence, inexact graph matching is
feasible only.

A. Graph Edit Distance

In the last decades, several approaches have been
proposed for inexact graph matching [17]. Graph Edit
Distance (GED) is regarded as one of the most flexible
and powerful paradigms available [18]. GED measures
the minimum amount of distortion needed to transform
graph g1 into graph g2 using a sequence of edit operations
like insertions, deletions, and substitutions of both nodes
and edges. Such a sequence (e1, . . . , et) is called an edit
path λ(g1, g2) between g1 and g2. Formally, the graph edit
distance dGED(g1, g2), or dGED for short, between g1 and
g2 is defined by

dGED(g1, g2) = min
λ∈Υ(g1,g2)

∑
ei∈λ

c(ei) ,

where Υ(g1, g2) is the set of all valid edit paths between
g1 and g2.

The graph edit distance crucially depends on the defini-
tion of a specific cost function c(e) for every node and edge
edit operation e. This cost function is generally used to
embed certain domain-specific knowledge to the matching
procedure. Thus, the cost function should correspond to
the strength of a certain modification of the graph. The
current cost model is based on a constant cost for both
node and edge deletions/insertions, i.e. τv ∈ R+ and
τe ∈ R+, while the cost for node substitutions is given by
a weighted Euclidean distance between the corresponding
node labels, i.e. (x, y)-coordinates. Formally, the cost for
substituting a node vi with node vj with µ(vi) = (xi, yi)
and µ(vj) = (xj , yj) is given by√

ασx(xi − xj)2 + (1− α)σy(yi − yj)2 ,

where α ∈ [0, 1] denotes a parameter to weight the impor-
tance of the x- and y-coordinate of a node, while σx and
σy denote the standard deviation of all node coordinates in
the current query graph (in x- and y-direction, respectively).
Finally, a weighting factor β ∈ [0, 1] is used in our model
to balance the sum of all node and edge edit costs in a
given edit path by β and (β − 1), respectively.
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Figure 2: Structural context of node u1 with degree n = 3.

B. Context-Aware Hausdorff Edit Distance

The number of possible edit paths between two graphs —
and therefore also the time complexity of the computation
of dGED — is exponential with respect to the number of
nodes of the involved graphs. Actually, the computation
of GED is an instance of the Quadratic Assignment Prob-
lem (QAP) [19], which in turn belongs to the class of NP-
complete problems2. To reduce this high computational
complexity, several fast but suboptimal algorithms for GED
have been proposed in the last decade (see [17] for an
exhaustive review).

In this paper, we consider the Hausdorff Edit Dis-
tance (HED) [11] for graph matching. It reduces the
problem of GED to a set matching problem between local
substructures, similar to the Hausdorff distance between
finite sets. With respect to substructures that consist of
nodes and their adjacent edges, a lower bound of GED
is computed in quadratic time. Formally, dHED(g1, g2) is
defined as∑

u∈V1

min
v∈V2∪{ε}

h(u, v) +
∑
v∈V2

min
u∈V1∪{ε}

h(u, v) ,

where h(u, v) is the assignment cost between the local
substructures around the nodes u ∈ V1 and v ∈ V2. The
terms h(u, ε) and h(ε, v) are the costs for deleting and
inserting a substructure, respectively.

The Context-Aware Hausdorff Edit Distance (CED) [14]
extends the local substructures beyond the adjacent edges,
in order to better integrate the global context into the set
matching process, thus reducing the approximation error
with respect to the exact GED.3

The structural node context of node u with degree n
is defined as cn(u, g) = (L1, . . . , Ln) with respect to the
subgraphs Li containing all nodes that have the shortest
path distance of (i − 1) from u. Fig. 2 illustrates the
structural node context with an example.

Next, the distance between two structural node contexts
is defined as

d(cn(u, g1), cn(v, g2)) =

n∑
i=1

dHED(Li,Ki) ,

and the graph distance dCED is computed as∑
u∈V1

min
v∈{bn(u,g2),ε}

h(u, v) +
∑
v∈V2

min
u∈{bn(v,g1),ε}

h(u, v) ,

2That is, an exact and efficient algorithm for the graph edit distance
problem can not be developed unless P = NP .

3The lower bound property, however, is lost.

where bn(u, g2) is the node in g2 with the minimum
distance from u with respect to the structural node context.
Similarly, bn(v, g1) is the nearest neighbour of v in g1.
For more details on CED, we refer the reader to [14].

Finally, the distance dCED between query graph q and a
document graph g ∈ G is normalised by the sum of the
maximum cost edit path between q = (Vq, Eq, µq, νq) and
g = (Vg, Eg, µg, νg), i.e. the sum of the edit path costs
that results from deleting all nodes and edges of q and
inserting all nodes and edges in g. Formally,

d̂CED(q, g) =
dCED(q, g)

(|Vq|+ |Vg|) τv + (|Eq|+ |Eg|) τe
,

where τv and τe denote the node and edge inser-
tion/deletion costs. In case a query consists of a set of
graphs {q1, . . . , qt} that represents the same keyword, the
normalised graph edit distance d̂CED is actually given by
the minimal distance achieved on all t query graphs, i.e.

min
qi∈{q1,...,qt}

d̂CED(qi, g).

C. Ensemble Method

In order to combine the graph edit distances of different
context levels and/or graph representations, we make use
of the mean-ensemble method [15] in three different types
of settings (resulting in six ensemble methods in total).
• mean-Graph(n): The first type of ensemble meth-

ods averages both graph edit distances derived on
Keypoint and Projection graphs. We repeat
this combination for three context radii n ∈ {2, 4, 6}.

• mean-Context(m): The second type of ensemble
methods averages all graph edit distances derived
with the three different context radii. This combina-
tion is individually carried out for Keypoint and
Projection graphs (i.e. m ∈ {K,P}).

• mean-All: Finally, the last ensemble method averages
the graph edit distances of both representations and
all three context radii.

D. Retrieval Method

Finally, the graph edit distances (or the mean of graph
edit distances in case of ensemble methods) between the
query graph q and all document graphs G = {g1, . . . , gN}
are used to form a retrieval index for KWS. Formally,

r(q, g) = −d̂CED(q, g) .

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A. Datasets

The experimental evaluation is based on two well-
known manuscripts, viz. George Washington (GW)4 and
Parzival (PAR)5, as well as two documents of a recent
KWS benchmark competition6, viz. Alvermann Konzilspro-
tokolle (AK) and Botany (BOT). GW is written in English

4George Washington Papers at the Library of Congress, 1741-1799:
Series 2, Letterbook 1, pp. 270-279 & 300-309, http://memory.loc.gov/
ammem/gwhtml/gwseries2.html

5Parzival at IAM historical document database, http://www.fki.inf.unibe.
ch/databases/iam-historical-document-database/parzival-database

6Alvermann Konzilsprotokolle and Botany at ICFHR2016 benchmark
database, http://www.prhlt.upv.es/contests/icfhr2016-kws/data.html



and based on twenty pages with minor variations in writing
and degradation. PAR is written in Middle High German
and based on 45 pages with low writing variations but
markable signs of degradation. AK is written in German
and based on 18,000 pages with minor variations and
signs of degradation. Finally, BOT is written in English
and based on ten pages with high writing variation and
markable signs of degradation.

In Fig. 3, an exemplary word image of each document
as well as the corresponding graph representation for
Keypoint and Projection is given.

B. Reference Systems

We consider three types of reference systems, viz. two
graph-based systems, four template-based approaches, and
three learning-based systems.

1) Graph-based Reference Systems: The first graph-
based reference system [12] makes use of the bipartite
GED (denoted by BP) [10]. BP reduces the QAP of GED
to a Linear Sum Assignment Problem (LSAP), that can
be optimally solved in cubic time. This assignment takes
the local node structure into consideration only, and thus,
the derived GED constitutes an upper bound of the actual
GED. The second graph-based reference system [13] is
based on the Hausdorff Edit Distance (HED) [11], which is
a lower bound of the GED and can be solved in quadratic
time complexity. In particular, HED reduces GED to a set
matching problem between local substructures (nodes and
their adjacent edges)7.

2) Template-based Reference Systems: The employed
template-based reference systems make use of a DTW
matching approach applied on sequences of feature vectors.
The features are acquired by means of a sliding window
approach. The different systems mainly differ in the
features extracted from word images. That is, DTW’01 [20]
employs geometrical features, while DTW’08 [2] and
DTW’09 [3] both rely on Histogram of Oriented Gradient
features. Finally, DTW’16 [5] uses Deep Learning features.

3) Learning-based Reference Systems: The first learning-
based reference system CVCDAG is based on Pyramidal
Histogram Of Characters labels (PHOC) features used
in conjunction with a SVM [7]. For the second system,
termed PRG, the same features are used to train a CNN,
the so called PHOCNet [8]. Finally, another CNN is used

7CED is an extension of HED, that takes not only the adjacent edges
of a node but a certain context into consideration (see Section III-B).
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<latexit sha1_base64="4W3ommss9ToDD6zEdeTAIhOhB+o=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8ld0iqLeCF48VXFtol5LNzrah2SQkWaEs/RtePKh49dd489+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXK86M9f1vb219Y3Nru7JT3d3bPzisHR0/GplrCiGVXOpuTAxwJiC0zHLoKg0kizl04vHtzO88gTZMigc7URBlZChYyiixTuq3NSgtKRgDyaBW9xv+HHiVBCWpoxLtQe2rn0iaZyAs5cSYXuArGxVEW0Y5TKv93IAidEyG0HNUkAxMVMxvnuJzpyQ4ldqVsHiu/p4oSGbMJItdZ0bsyCx7M/E/r5fb9DoqmFC5BUEXi9KcYyvxLACcMA3U8okjhGrmbsV0RDSh1sVUdSEEyy+vkrDZuGn4981667JMo4JO0Rm6QAG6Qi10h9ooRBQp9Ixe0ZuXey/eu/exaF3zypkT9Afe5w/A05Gk</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4W3ommss9ToDD6zEdeTAIhOhB+o=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8ld0iqLeCF48VXFtol5LNzrah2SQkWaEs/RtePKh49dd489+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXK86M9f1vb219Y3Nru7JT3d3bPzisHR0/GplrCiGVXOpuTAxwJiC0zHLoKg0kizl04vHtzO88gTZMigc7URBlZChYyiixTuq3NSgtKRgDyaBW9xv+HHiVBCWpoxLtQe2rn0iaZyAs5cSYXuArGxVEW0Y5TKv93IAidEyG0HNUkAxMVMxvnuJzpyQ4ldqVsHiu/p4oSGbMJItdZ0bsyCx7M/E/r5fb9DoqmFC5BUEXi9KcYyvxLACcMA3U8okjhGrmbsV0RDSh1sVUdSEEyy+vkrDZuGn4981667JMo4JO0Rm6QAG6Qi10h9ooRBQp9Ixe0ZuXey/eu/exaF3zypkT9Afe5w/A05Gk</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4W3ommss9ToDD6zEdeTAIhOhB+o=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8ld0iqLeCF48VXFtol5LNzrah2SQkWaEs/RtePKh49dd489+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXK86M9f1vb219Y3Nru7JT3d3bPzisHR0/GplrCiGVXOpuTAxwJiC0zHLoKg0kizl04vHtzO88gTZMigc7URBlZChYyiixTuq3NSgtKRgDyaBW9xv+HHiVBCWpoxLtQe2rn0iaZyAs5cSYXuArGxVEW0Y5TKv93IAidEyG0HNUkAxMVMxvnuJzpyQ4ldqVsHiu/p4oSGbMJItdZ0bsyCx7M/E/r5fb9DoqmFC5BUEXi9KcYyvxLACcMA3U8okjhGrmbsV0RDSh1sVUdSEEyy+vkrDZuGn4981667JMo4JO0Rm6QAG6Qi10h9ooRBQp9Ixe0ZuXey/eu/exaF3zypkT9Afe5w/A05Gk</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C39OhB+IczRcjLNINXH29e9lt8M=">AAAB2HicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCpTN+pOcOOygmML7VAymTttaCYzJHeEMvQFXLhRfDB3vo3pz0KtBwIf5yTk3hMXSloKgi+vtrW9s7tX3/cPGv7h0XGz8WTz0ggMRa5y04+5RSU1hiRJYb8wyLNYYS+e3i3y3jMaK3P9SLMCo4yPtUyl4OSs7qjZCtrBUmwTOmtowVqj5ucwyUWZoSahuLWDTlBQVHFDUiic+8PSYsHFlI9x4FDzDG1ULcecs3PnJCzNjTua2NL9+aLimbWzLHY3M04T+zdbmP9lg5LS66iSuigJtVh9lJaKUc4WO7NEGhSkZg64MNLNysSEGy7INeO7Djp/N96E8LJ90w4eAqjDKZzBBXTgCm7hHroQgoAEXuDNm3iv3vuqqpq37uwEfsn7+Aap5IoM</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="glh329b6bzmpvZ7jOs9ZAk5NUrY=">AAAB53icbZDNSgMxFIXv+Ftr1erWTbAIrsrUjboT3Lis4NhCO5RM5k4bmklCkhHK0Ndw40LFN3Ln25j+LLT1QODjnIR7cxItuHVh+B1sbG5t7+xW9qr7tYPDo/px7cmqwjCMmBLKdBNqUXCJkeNOYFcbpHkisJOM72Z55xmN5Uo+uonGOKdDyTPOqPNWv21QG8XQWkwH9UbYDOci69BaQgOWag/qX/1UsSJH6Zig1vZaoXZxSY3jTOC02i8sasrGdIg9j5LmaONyvvOUnHsnJZky/khH5u7vFyXNrZ3kib+ZUzeyq9nM/C/rFS67jksudeFQssWgrBDEKTIrgKTcIHNi4oEyw/2uhI2oocz5mqq+hNbql9chumzeNMOHECpwCmdwAS24glu4hzZEwEDDC7zBe1AEr8HHoq2NYFnbCfxR8PkDfx2QVw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="glh329b6bzmpvZ7jOs9ZAk5NUrY=">AAAB53icbZDNSgMxFIXv+Ftr1erWTbAIrsrUjboT3Lis4NhCO5RM5k4bmklCkhHK0Ndw40LFN3Ln25j+LLT1QODjnIR7cxItuHVh+B1sbG5t7+xW9qr7tYPDo/px7cmqwjCMmBLKdBNqUXCJkeNOYFcbpHkisJOM72Z55xmN5Uo+uonGOKdDyTPOqPNWv21QG8XQWkwH9UbYDOci69BaQgOWag/qX/1UsSJH6Zig1vZaoXZxSY3jTOC02i8sasrGdIg9j5LmaONyvvOUnHsnJZky/khH5u7vFyXNrZ3kib+ZUzeyq9nM/C/rFS67jksudeFQssWgrBDEKTIrgKTcIHNi4oEyw/2uhI2oocz5mqq+hNbql9chumzeNMOHECpwCmdwAS24glu4hzZEwEDDC7zBe1AEr8HHoq2NYFnbCfxR8PkDfx2QVw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZgKgsxeiFfCbbI5jgNyv8uQugrY=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoN4KXjxWcG2hXUo2O9uGZpOQZIWy9G948aDi1V/jzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZerDgz1ve/vcra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzx6NDLXFEIqudTdmBjgTEBomeXQVRpIFnPoxOPbmd95Am2YFA92oiDKyFCwlFFindRva1BaUjAGkkG94Tf9OfAqCUrSQCXag/pXP5E0z0BYyokxvcBXNiqItoxymNb6uQFF6JgMoeeoIBmYqJjfPMVnTklwKrUrYfFc/T1RkMyYSRa7zozYkVn2ZuJ/Xi+36XVUMKFyC4IuFqU5x1biWQA4YRqo5RNHCNXM3YrpiGhCrYup5kIIll9eJeFF86bp3/uN1mWZRhWdoFN0jgJ0hVroDrVRiChS6Bm9ojcv9168d+9j0Vrxyplj9Afe5w/AM5Gi</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4W3ommss9ToDD6zEdeTAIhOhB+o=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8ld0iqLeCF48VXFtol5LNzrah2SQkWaEs/RtePKh49dd489+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXK86M9f1vb219Y3Nru7JT3d3bPzisHR0/GplrCiGVXOpuTAxwJiC0zHLoKg0kizl04vHtzO88gTZMigc7URBlZChYyiixTuq3NSgtKRgDyaBW9xv+HHiVBCWpoxLtQe2rn0iaZyAs5cSYXuArGxVEW0Y5TKv93IAidEyG0HNUkAxMVMxvnuJzpyQ4ldqVsHiu/p4oSGbMJItdZ0bsyCx7M/E/r5fb9DoqmFC5BUEXi9KcYyvxLACcMA3U8okjhGrmbsV0RDSh1sVUdSEEyy+vkrDZuGn4981667JMo4JO0Rm6QAG6Qi10h9ooRBQp9Ixe0ZuXey/eu/exaF3zypkT9Afe5w/A05Gk</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4W3ommss9ToDD6zEdeTAIhOhB+o=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8ld0iqLeCF48VXFtol5LNzrah2SQkWaEs/RtePKh49dd489+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXK86M9f1vb219Y3Nru7JT3d3bPzisHR0/GplrCiGVXOpuTAxwJiC0zHLoKg0kizl04vHtzO88gTZMigc7URBlZChYyiixTuq3NSgtKRgDyaBW9xv+HHiVBCWpoxLtQe2rn0iaZyAs5cSYXuArGxVEW0Y5TKv93IAidEyG0HNUkAxMVMxvnuJzpyQ4ldqVsHiu/p4oSGbMJItdZ0bsyCx7M/E/r5fb9DoqmFC5BUEXi9KcYyvxLACcMA3U8okjhGrmbsV0RDSh1sVUdSEEyy+vkrDZuGn4981667JMo4JO0Rm6QAG6Qi10h9ooRBQp9Ixe0ZuXey/eu/exaF3zypkT9Afe5w/A05Gk</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4W3ommss9ToDD6zEdeTAIhOhB+o=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8ld0iqLeCF48VXFtol5LNzrah2SQkWaEs/RtePKh49dd489+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXK86M9f1vb219Y3Nru7JT3d3bPzisHR0/GplrCiGVXOpuTAxwJiC0zHLoKg0kizl04vHtzO88gTZMigc7URBlZChYyiixTuq3NSgtKRgDyaBW9xv+HHiVBCWpoxLtQe2rn0iaZyAs5cSYXuArGxVEW0Y5TKv93IAidEyG0HNUkAxMVMxvnuJzpyQ4ldqVsHiu/p4oSGbMJItdZ0bsyCx7M/E/r5fb9DoqmFC5BUEXi9KcYyvxLACcMA3U8okjhGrmbsV0RDSh1sVUdSEEyy+vkrDZuGn4981667JMo4JO0Rm6QAG6Qi10h9ooRBQp9Ixe0ZuXey/eu/exaF3zypkT9Afe5w/A05Gk</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4W3ommss9ToDD6zEdeTAIhOhB+o=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8ld0iqLeCF48VXFtol5LNzrah2SQkWaEs/RtePKh49dd489+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXK86M9f1vb219Y3Nru7JT3d3bPzisHR0/GplrCiGVXOpuTAxwJiC0zHLoKg0kizl04vHtzO88gTZMigc7URBlZChYyiixTuq3NSgtKRgDyaBW9xv+HHiVBCWpoxLtQe2rn0iaZyAs5cSYXuArGxVEW0Y5TKv93IAidEyG0HNUkAxMVMxvnuJzpyQ4ldqVsHiu/p4oSGbMJItdZ0bsyCx7M/E/r5fb9DoqmFC5BUEXi9KcYyvxLACcMA3U8okjhGrmbsV0RDSh1sVUdSEEyy+vkrDZuGn4981667JMo4JO0Rm6QAG6Qi10h9ooRBQp9Ixe0ZuXey/eu/exaF3zypkT9Afe5w/A05Gk</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4W3ommss9ToDD6zEdeTAIhOhB+o=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8ld0iqLeCF48VXFtol5LNzrah2SQkWaEs/RtePKh49dd489+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXK86M9f1vb219Y3Nru7JT3d3bPzisHR0/GplrCiGVXOpuTAxwJiC0zHLoKg0kizl04vHtzO88gTZMigc7URBlZChYyiixTuq3NSgtKRgDyaBW9xv+HHiVBCWpoxLtQe2rn0iaZyAs5cSYXuArGxVEW0Y5TKv93IAidEyG0HNUkAxMVMxvnuJzpyQ4ldqVsHiu/p4oSGbMJItdZ0bsyCx7M/E/r5fb9DoqmFC5BUEXi9KcYyvxLACcMA3U8okjhGrmbsV0RDSh1sVUdSEEyy+vkrDZuGn4981667JMo4JO0Rm6QAG6Qi10h9ooRBQp9Ixe0ZuXey/eu/exaF3zypkT9Afe5w/A05Gk</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C39OhB+IczRcjLNINXH29e9lt8M=">AAAB2HicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCpTN+pOcOOygmML7VAymTttaCYzJHeEMvQFXLhRfDB3vo3pz0KtBwIf5yTk3hMXSloKgi+vtrW9s7tX3/cPGv7h0XGz8WTz0ggMRa5y04+5RSU1hiRJYb8wyLNYYS+e3i3y3jMaK3P9SLMCo4yPtUyl4OSs7qjZCtrBUmwTOmtowVqj5ucwyUWZoSahuLWDTlBQVHFDUiic+8PSYsHFlI9x4FDzDG1ULcecs3PnJCzNjTua2NL9+aLimbWzLHY3M04T+zdbmP9lg5LS66iSuigJtVh9lJaKUc4WO7NEGhSkZg64MNLNysSEGy7INeO7Djp/N96E8LJ90w4eAqjDKZzBBXTgCm7hHroQgoAEXuDNm3iv3vuqqpq37uwEfsn7+Aap5IoM</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="glh329b6bzmpvZ7jOs9ZAk5NUrY=">AAAB53icbZDNSgMxFIXv+Ftr1erWTbAIrsrUjboT3Lis4NhCO5RM5k4bmklCkhHK0Ndw40LFN3Ln25j+LLT1QODjnIR7cxItuHVh+B1sbG5t7+xW9qr7tYPDo/px7cmqwjCMmBLKdBNqUXCJkeNOYFcbpHkisJOM72Z55xmN5Uo+uonGOKdDyTPOqPNWv21QG8XQWkwH9UbYDOci69BaQgOWag/qX/1UsSJH6Zig1vZaoXZxSY3jTOC02i8sasrGdIg9j5LmaONyvvOUnHsnJZky/khH5u7vFyXNrZ3kib+ZUzeyq9nM/C/rFS67jksudeFQssWgrBDEKTIrgKTcIHNi4oEyw/2uhI2oocz5mqq+hNbql9chumzeNMOHECpwCmdwAS24glu4hzZEwEDDC7zBe1AEr8HHoq2NYFnbCfxR8PkDfx2QVw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="glh329b6bzmpvZ7jOs9ZAk5NUrY=">AAAB53icbZDNSgMxFIXv+Ftr1erWTbAIrsrUjboT3Lis4NhCO5RM5k4bmklCkhHK0Ndw40LFN3Ln25j+LLT1QODjnIR7cxItuHVh+B1sbG5t7+xW9qr7tYPDo/px7cmqwjCMmBLKdBNqUXCJkeNOYFcbpHkisJOM72Z55xmN5Uo+uonGOKdDyTPOqPNWv21QG8XQWkwH9UbYDOci69BaQgOWag/qX/1UsSJH6Zig1vZaoXZxSY3jTOC02i8sasrGdIg9j5LmaONyvvOUnHsnJZky/khH5u7vFyXNrZ3kib+ZUzeyq9nM/C/rFS67jksudeFQssWgrBDEKTIrgKTcIHNi4oEyw/2uhI2oocz5mqq+hNbql9chumzeNMOHECpwCmdwAS24glu4hzZEwEDDC7zBe1AEr8HHoq2NYFnbCfxR8PkDfx2QVw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZgKgsxeiFfCbbI5jgNyv8uQugrY=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoN4KXjxWcG2hXUo2O9uGZpOQZIWy9G948aDi1V/jzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZerDgz1ve/vcra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzx6NDLXFEIqudTdmBjgTEBomeXQVRpIFnPoxOPbmd95Am2YFA92oiDKyFCwlFFindRva1BaUjAGkkG94Tf9OfAqCUrSQCXag/pXP5E0z0BYyokxvcBXNiqItoxymNb6uQFF6JgMoeeoIBmYqJjfPMVnTklwKrUrYfFc/T1RkMyYSRa7zozYkVn2ZuJ/Xi+36XVUMKFyC4IuFqU5x1biWQA4YRqo5RNHCNXM3YrpiGhCrYup5kIIll9eJeFF86bp3/uN1mWZRhWdoFN0jgJ0hVroDrVRiChS6Bm9ojcv9168d+9j0Vrxyplj9Afe5w/AM5Gi</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4W3ommss9ToDD6zEdeTAIhOhB+o=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8ld0iqLeCF48VXFtol5LNzrah2SQkWaEs/RtePKh49dd489+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXK86M9f1vb219Y3Nru7JT3d3bPzisHR0/GplrCiGVXOpuTAxwJiC0zHLoKg0kizl04vHtzO88gTZMigc7URBlZChYyiixTuq3NSgtKRgDyaBW9xv+HHiVBCWpoxLtQe2rn0iaZyAs5cSYXuArGxVEW0Y5TKv93IAidEyG0HNUkAxMVMxvnuJzpyQ4ldqVsHiu/p4oSGbMJItdZ0bsyCx7M/E/r5fb9DoqmFC5BUEXi9KcYyvxLACcMA3U8okjhGrmbsV0RDSh1sVUdSEEyy+vkrDZuGn4981667JMo4JO0Rm6QAG6Qi10h9ooRBQp9Ixe0ZuXey/eu/exaF3zypkT9Afe5w/A05Gk</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4W3ommss9ToDD6zEdeTAIhOhB+o=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8ld0iqLeCF48VXFtol5LNzrah2SQkWaEs/RtePKh49dd489+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXK86M9f1vb219Y3Nru7JT3d3bPzisHR0/GplrCiGVXOpuTAxwJiC0zHLoKg0kizl04vHtzO88gTZMigc7URBlZChYyiixTuq3NSgtKRgDyaBW9xv+HHiVBCWpoxLtQe2rn0iaZyAs5cSYXuArGxVEW0Y5TKv93IAidEyG0HNUkAxMVMxvnuJzpyQ4ldqVsHiu/p4oSGbMJItdZ0bsyCx7M/E/r5fb9DoqmFC5BUEXi9KcYyvxLACcMA3U8okjhGrmbsV0RDSh1sVUdSEEyy+vkrDZuGn4981667JMo4JO0Rm6QAG6Qi10h9ooRBQp9Ixe0ZuXey/eu/exaF3zypkT9Afe5w/A05Gk</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4W3ommss9ToDD6zEdeTAIhOhB+o=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8ld0iqLeCF48VXFtol5LNzrah2SQkWaEs/RtePKh49dd489+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXK86M9f1vb219Y3Nru7JT3d3bPzisHR0/GplrCiGVXOpuTAxwJiC0zHLoKg0kizl04vHtzO88gTZMigc7URBlZChYyiixTuq3NSgtKRgDyaBW9xv+HHiVBCWpoxLtQe2rn0iaZyAs5cSYXuArGxVEW0Y5TKv93IAidEyG0HNUkAxMVMxvnuJzpyQ4ldqVsHiu/p4oSGbMJItdZ0bsyCx7M/E/r5fb9DoqmFC5BUEXi9KcYyvxLACcMA3U8okjhGrmbsV0RDSh1sVUdSEEyy+vkrDZuGn4981667JMo4JO0Rm6QAG6Qi10h9ooRBQp9Ixe0ZuXey/eu/exaF3zypkT9Afe5w/A05Gk</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4W3ommss9ToDD6zEdeTAIhOhB+o=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8ld0iqLeCF48VXFtol5LNzrah2SQkWaEs/RtePKh49dd489+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXK86M9f1vb219Y3Nru7JT3d3bPzisHR0/GplrCiGVXOpuTAxwJiC0zHLoKg0kizl04vHtzO88gTZMigc7URBlZChYyiixTuq3NSgtKRgDyaBW9xv+HHiVBCWpoxLtQe2rn0iaZyAs5cSYXuArGxVEW0Y5TKv93IAidEyG0HNUkAxMVMxvnuJzpyQ4ldqVsHiu/p4oSGbMJItdZ0bsyCx7M/E/r5fb9DoqmFC5BUEXi9KcYyvxLACcMA3U8okjhGrmbsV0RDSh1sVUdSEEyy+vkrDZuGn4981667JMo4JO0Rm6QAG6Qi10h9ooRBQp9Ixe0ZuXey/eu/exaF3zypkT9Afe5w/A05Gk</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4W3ommss9ToDD6zEdeTAIhOhB+o=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8ld0iqLeCF48VXFtol5LNzrah2SQkWaEs/RtePKh49dd489+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXK86M9f1vb219Y3Nru7JT3d3bPzisHR0/GplrCiGVXOpuTAxwJiC0zHLoKg0kizl04vHtzO88gTZMigc7URBlZChYyiixTuq3NSgtKRgDyaBW9xv+HHiVBCWpoxLtQe2rn0iaZyAs5cSYXuArGxVEW0Y5TKv93IAidEyG0HNUkAxMVMxvnuJzpyQ4ldqVsHiu/p4oSGbMJItdZ0bsyCx7M/E/r5fb9DoqmFC5BUEXi9KcYyvxLACcMA3U8okjhGrmbsV0RDSh1sVUdSEEyy+vkrDZuGn4981667JMo4JO0Rm6QAG6Qi10h9ooRBQp9Ixe0ZuXey/eu/exaF3zypkT9Afe5w/A05Gk</latexit>

Original
<latexit sha1_base64="NFw21GJ3k80OSYfEoPwmXSqXLHM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NFw21GJ3k80OSYfEoPwmXSqXLHM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NFw21GJ3k80OSYfEoPwmXSqXLHM=">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</latexit>

GW
<latexit sha1_base64="TfM13bxetrbwmQ5LA+K3Do6LOJc=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR1FvBgx6rGFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+g+8eFDx6k/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOTh8NEmmGfdZIhPdDqnhUijuo0DJ26nmNA4lb4Wj66nfeuLaiEQ94DjlQUwHSkSCUbTS/U2rV6m6NXcGsky8glShQLNX+er2E5bFXCGT1JiO56YY5FSjYJJPyt3M8JSyER3wjqWKxtwE+ezSCTm1Sp9EibalkMzU3xM5jY0Zx6HtjCkOzaI3Ff/zOhlGl0EuVJohV2y+KMokwYRM3yZ9oTlDObaEMi3srYQNqaYMbThlG4K3+PIy8eu1q5p7V682zos0SnAMJ3AGHlxAA26hCT4wiOAZXuHNGTkvzrvzMW9dcYqZI/gD5/MHrhOM7w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TfM13bxetrbwmQ5LA+K3Do6LOJc=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR1FvBgx6rGFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+g+8eFDx6k/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOTh8NEmmGfdZIhPdDqnhUijuo0DJ26nmNA4lb4Wj66nfeuLaiEQ94DjlQUwHSkSCUbTS/U2rV6m6NXcGsky8glShQLNX+er2E5bFXCGT1JiO56YY5FSjYJJPyt3M8JSyER3wjqWKxtwE+ezSCTm1Sp9EibalkMzU3xM5jY0Zx6HtjCkOzaI3Ff/zOhlGl0EuVJohV2y+KMokwYRM3yZ9oTlDObaEMi3srYQNqaYMbThlG4K3+PIy8eu1q5p7V682zos0SnAMJ3AGHlxAA26hCT4wiOAZXuHNGTkvzrvzMW9dcYqZI/gD5/MHrhOM7w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TfM13bxetrbwmQ5LA+K3Do6LOJc=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR1FvBgx6rGFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+g+8eFDx6k/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOTh8NEmmGfdZIhPdDqnhUijuo0DJ26nmNA4lb4Wj66nfeuLaiEQ94DjlQUwHSkSCUbTS/U2rV6m6NXcGsky8glShQLNX+er2E5bFXCGT1JiO56YY5FSjYJJPyt3M8JSyER3wjqWKxtwE+ezSCTm1Sp9EibalkMzU3xM5jY0Zx6HtjCkOzaI3Ff/zOhlGl0EuVJohV2y+KMokwYRM3yZ9oTlDObaEMi3srYQNqaYMbThlG4K3+PIy8eu1q5p7V682zos0SnAMJ3AGHlxAA26hCT4wiOAZXuHNGTkvzrvzMW9dcYqZI/gD5/MHrhOM7w==</latexit>

PAR
<latexit sha1_base64="Kx9m5Amrk75Dpo9SXvqdLt5z2ng=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mLoN4qXjzWj9hCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0J/gxYOKV/+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v7Bo45TxdBjsYhVO6AaBZfoGW4EthOFNAoEtoLR9dRvPaHSPJYPZpygH9GB5CFn1Fjpvnl11ytX3Ko7A1kmtZxUIEezV/7q9mOWRigNE1TrTs1NjJ9RZTgTOCl1U40JZSM6wI6lkkao/Wx26oScWKVPwljZkobM1N8TGY20HkeB7YyoGepFbyr+53VSE174GZdJalCy+aIwFcTEZPo36XOFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcamU7Ih1BZfXiZevXpZdW/rlcZZnkYRjuAYTqEG59CAG2iCBwwG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz7mrQUnnzmEP3A+fwA78I0+</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Kx9m5Amrk75Dpo9SXvqdLt5z2ng=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mLoN4qXjzWj9hCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0J/gxYOKV/+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v7Bo45TxdBjsYhVO6AaBZfoGW4EthOFNAoEtoLR9dRvPaHSPJYPZpygH9GB5CFn1Fjpvnl11ytX3Ko7A1kmtZxUIEezV/7q9mOWRigNE1TrTs1NjJ9RZTgTOCl1U40JZSM6wI6lkkao/Wx26oScWKVPwljZkobM1N8TGY20HkeB7YyoGepFbyr+53VSE174GZdJalCy+aIwFcTEZPo36XOFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcamU7Ih1BZfXiZevXpZdW/rlcZZnkYRjuAYTqEG59CAG2iCBwwG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz7mrQUnnzmEP3A+fwA78I0+</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Kx9m5Amrk75Dpo9SXvqdLt5z2ng=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mLoN4qXjzWj9hCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0J/gxYOKV/+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v7Bo45TxdBjsYhVO6AaBZfoGW4EthOFNAoEtoLR9dRvPaHSPJYPZpygH9GB5CFn1Fjpvnl11ytX3Ko7A1kmtZxUIEezV/7q9mOWRigNE1TrTs1NjJ9RZTgTOCl1U40JZSM6wI6lkkao/Wx26oScWKVPwljZkobM1N8TGY20HkeB7YyoGepFbyr+53VSE174GZdJalCy+aIwFcTEZPo36XOFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcamU7Ih1BZfXiZevXpZdW/rlcZZnkYRjuAYTqEG59CAG2iCBwwG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz7mrQUnnzmEP3A+fwA78I0+</latexit>

BOT
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Figure 3: Exemplary graph representations.

in the third reference system QTOB by means of a triplet
network approach [9].

Note that the results of the template-based reference
systems are available for GW and PAR only8, while the
results of all learning-based systems are available for AK
and BOT only.

C. Experimental Setup

For parameter optimisation, ten different keywords (with
different word lengths) are selected on all four datasets.
These keywords are manually retrieved on independent
validation sets that consist of 10 random instances per key-
word instance and 900 additional random words (for each
dataset). The optimised systems are eventually evaluated
on the same training and test sets as used in [4] and [21]
for GW/PAR and AK/BOT, respectively. All templates of
a keyword present in the training set are used for KWS.
In Table I a summary of the datasets is given.

Table I: The number of keywords as well as the size of
the training and test sets for all four documents.

Dataset Keywords Train Test

GW 105 2,447 1,224
PAR 1,217 11,468 6,869
BOT 150 1,684 3,380
AK 200 1,849 3,734

The performance of all KWS systems is measured by the
Mean Average Precision (MAP), which is the mean area
under all recall-precision curves of all individual keywords.

For the basic cost model for graph matching, we evaluate
25 pairs of constants for node and edge deletion/insertion
costs (τv/τe ∈ {1, 4, 8, 16, 32}) in combination with the
weighting parameters α/β ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9} (see
Section III-A). In Table II the optimal cost function param-
eters for three different context levels (i.e. n = {2, 4, 6})
are given for both graph representations and all datasets.

Table II: Optimal cost function parameters and scaling
factors for graph edit distance computation.

τv τe α β

n 2 4 6 2 4 6 2 4 6 2 4 6

GW Keypoint 8 8 16 4 4 8 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.5 0.7
Projection 8 8 8 1 1 4 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.5

PAR Keypoint 8 4 4 4 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1
Projection 4 4 8 4 4 4 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.5

BOT Keypoint 4 8 32 16 4 8 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.1 0.3
Projection 16 32 8 32 4 16 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.1 0.3

AK Keypoint 4 32 8 16 16 4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.7 0.1
Projection 32 32 8 4 16 32 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.5

D. Results and Discussion

Our novel KWS framework is first compared with the
two previous graph-based reference systems (i.e. BP and
HED) as shown in Table III. On all four datasets we
observe a clear improvement of the KWS accuracy using

8For an unbiased comparison, we consider systems that make not use
of any labelled images (i.e. template-based) only. That is, we do not
consider learning-based approaches for GW and PAR as proposed for
example in [4], [5], [6].



CED rather than HED or BP. In case of GW and PAR, a
context radius of n = 2 is ideal, while in case of BOT and
AK a context radius of n = 6 leads to the best results.

Next, we compare the single graph-based approaches (us-
ing the three context levels) as well as the six ensemble
methods with four template-based approaches on the GW
and PAR dataset as shown in Table IV.

Generally, an accuracy improvement can be observed
for all CED approaches when compared with the DTW
approaches. That is, for context level n = 2 our novel
graph-based framework outperforms all DTW systems on
both datasets. The ensemble methods further improve the
KWS accuracies in our framework. Especially the ensemble
mean-Graph (n = 2) and mean-All clearly excel all other
template-based reference systems.

Moreover, we provide an empirical performance evalu-
ation using Keypoint graphs in Table V. For all three
CED-based approaches we observe a certain performance
loss when compared with HED. However, all CED ap-
proaches are clearly faster than the cubic time algorithm
BP. Thus, even in case of ensemble methods (where
several graph edit distances are computed at a time), the
computational complexity is still clearly lower than in case
of BP.

Finally, the novel graph-based KWS systems are com-
pared with three state-of-the-art learning-based reference
systems. In case of single graph-based approaches, we
observe a clear advantage of learning-based systems on
BOT, while the proposed graph-based methods can keep up
on AK. In case of ensemble methods, a substantial increase
of the performance can be observed on both BOT and
AK. Overall, we can observe that graph-based ensemble
methods can keep up (or even outperform) two out of three
learning-based reference systems. This is quite astonishing
as the proposed methods — in contrast to the learning-
based approaches — are not trained on labelled data.

V. CONCLUSION

In the present paper graphs are used for the representa-
tion of handwritten historical documents in the context
of keyword spotting. That is, the inherent topological
characteristics of a handwritten word are represented
by means of a graph. Representing words by means of
graphs makes graph matching necessary. However, the
time complexity of general graph matching procedures,
such as graph edit distance, is typically exponential with
respect to the number of nodes. Thus, several fast but
suboptimal approaches have been proposed in recent years.
These suboptimal graph matchings often neglect the global
structure of graphs during the matching procedure and rely
on local information only.

In this paper we make use of a recent matching algorithm
that considers a larger node context than previous methods.
This leads to a better approximation of the resulting graph
distance, and thus to a higher accuracy of the keyword
spotting system. In particular, the proposed approach
outperforms several state-of-the-art template-based methods
and most of the learning-based frameworks. This underlines

the high potential of structural approaches. Especially as
learning-based approaches are depending on the acquisition
of large sets of labelled training data, which is a labour-
intensive and costly procedure in case of handwritten
historical documents.

In future work we focus on two lines of research. We
aim at combining graph-based approaches with statistical
approaches (applied on vector space embedded graphs).
Second, it would be a rewarding avenue to verify whether
graphs can be used in the context of learning-based KWS
methods.
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